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DESIGN THINKING WORKSHOP

This will be your group's Mural board during

the Design Thinking Workshop. Use it to

brainstorm and save your ideas for the final

pitch. Please start by adding your name and

professional background to the team

members section above. 

INTRODUCTION

CHALLENGE 1

TEAM MEMBERS

AGENDA

Semantic Map

Stakeholder Identification Canvas

Context Mapping: PESTEL Analysis

Persona Empathy Map

Ideation

The Five Helox Model

Idea Canvas

PDF Persona Empathy Map.pdf

PDF Idea Canvas.pdf

PDF Stakeholder Identification Canvas.pdf

PDF Context Mapping Pestel Analysis.pdf

Start by understanding your challenge as a team. Underline one word after the other and share what you

understand and associate behind each word of your challenge. Focus on understanding the problem field behind

your challenge (not the solutions). Try to collect your thoughts on post-its!

Identify the people affected by your challenge. Focus on understanding their needs, wishes and pain points first. As

a second step display their interrelations. 

Context mapping allows you to understand the wider context of your challenge by looking at it through a political,

economical, social, technological, environmental and legal angles. Try to collect as many ideas here as possible.

Try to walk in your user's shoes! Create empathy for your users by chosing one particular point of view on your

challenge. The goal here is to gain empathy and formulate a point of view: "We want to help (Persona) because he/

she needs (need/wish/pain point) and it would be game-changing if (pain relief)."

DAY 1, 15th of Nov 2021

In the Design Thinking process, we divide between the problem and solution thinking. Problem thinking means truly

understanding the context, people and interrelations behind your challenge. Today you will start by alligning as a team

and understanding and observing your challenge. If ideas should come up, park them for tomorrow's solution thinking!

  

DAY 2, 16th of Nov 2021

Today's focus will be about the solution thinking. Ideation and prototyping solution ideas will only focus on your user's

perspective, the so-called point of view (POV). Be conscious about creating a creative and solution-driven mind-set

within the team and learn to switch perspectives. 

Defer judgement and encourage wild ideas in the team now. As a first step, formulate how-might-we-questions that

are focussing on smaller bits of your user's challenge. Start with a silent brainstorm to get all existing ideas out of

your system. Continue with a role brainstorm (e.g. choose your super hero as creative role) to brainstorm wild

ideas. Go for quantity first and evaluate the quality at the end of ideation. Have fun!

Discuss your favorite idea(s) along the stakeholders from the Five-Helix-Model. It can be helpful to make a short

role play here, where each team member takes over one perspective to challenge your solution. Iterate your idea

and take notes!

Use the Idea Canvas to present your final idea. You can use the space under the canvas to prepare other

relevant information to visualize your pitch!

DAY 3, 17th of Nov 2021

Prepare the final pitch of your group's idea and divide roles for presentations. Make your idea and the

relevance of your challenge as tangible as possible! Use this board to underline your presentation visually.

Living Spaces (Mixed

Green Urban

Development

Cluster) 

Implementation of low

carbon living labs:

connecting

neighbourhoods by

multisectoral EcoZones”

The role of cities in implementing actions to mitigate and adapt to climate change is crucial. Cities are catalysts for economic

growth, innovation, and employment. In an increasingly urban world, innovative planning and city management are essential

to reduce inequality and achieve the Paris Agreement, SDGs and New Urban Agenda (NUA). Promoting these actions

requires not only infrastructure, but the involvement of the community and participatory methodologies. The citizens should

develop empowerment to have an impact in the change in their community, raise awareness and increase the collective

knowledge on sustainable urban development and environmental issues. However, there is a challenge how to develop

feasible and replicable strategies in regions in the global south, where there is a lack of data, resources, and technological

tools. There is a need to develop a framework which integrates the different sectors within the urban ecosystem to catalyse

systemic change. The lack of incentives in a sub-national level compromises the development of local public policies and the

mobilization and coordination of partnerships to access investments for urban adaptation and resilience-building.

We want to structure collaborative solution to the following topics:

•�Implementation of circular economy at a local level:

-�Community-based waste management (focus on organic waste)

-�Just transition: formalisation of the informal sector (wastepickers)

•�Impact accountability:

-�Measurement and monitoring of urban impacts (data availability and prioritization of KPIs on a local level)

-�How to calculate the emissions reduction/mitigation potential of an EcoZone (e.g. mobility, NbS, volume decrease of the

waste landfilled).

•�Stakeholder engagement

-�Assure a participatory approach in the decision-making process and corresponding implementation of sustainable urban

solutions.

-�Sustainability of the pilots (long term): public engagement to legitimize the transformation and perpetuate the impact

-�Increase awareness-raising and youth empowerment.

•�Access to climate finance at local level and blended finance.

hello everyone thisis JOrge from DTGSpain _Digitalization clustrin ConnectiveCities, Welcome!

Hello everyone , this is

Sundar from Bangalore ,

India . I have more than

20 years of experience

in Information

Technology . Working on

Lean , AGILE and Digital

Transformation. 

How might we....

CRUCIAL: central role, essential

CATALYST: the city should be where it happens, enabler

INEQUALITY: income, facilities, access to assets facilities, and services (water, transport, waste, sanitation, housing, cultural, )

PARTICIPATORY: should be the main component, secure a participatory approach, everyone represented. balance of interests,

expectations, and objectives. inclusivity, Citizen perspective

IMPACT on the change of their community: generating solutions, how to address risks that come with the implementation of a change.

for a management plan. measuring impàct (KPIs) when to measure and for how long

RAISE AWARENESS: a sense of belonging, reach all target groups, access to info, communication organization to reach all levels.

REPLICABLE: feasible to implement the solution again in different cities adapting to each context

COORDINATION of PARTNERSHIP: local action plans are diffciult, national plans are tied to national regulatory framework. diffcult to

have everyone on board for local solutions. local guidelines aree more specific national is too general. complexity of multilevel /

multidepartment governance. 

RESILIENCE BUILDING: 

COLLABORATIVE

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

IMPACT ACCOUNTABILITY

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

sustainability

climate finance

sustainable urban solutions

MULTISECTORIAL ECOZONES: Physical georgraphical areas in the territory where community and different stakeholders make

interventions together, and fund the interventions 

URBAN LIVING LABS: horizontal collaboration between citizens and gov and private sector

LOW CARBON: resulting in less emissions

Hi Everyone, I am

Harinjaka from

Hackoragna.coop.

Antananarivo my city,

capital of Madagascar, is

the second world's most

polluted town in the

world, according to a
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digital
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sustainability

crisis

1. Low Air

quality 2.Ground

Water depletion

3. Increase in

temperature

Availability of

key

technologies

lack of clear

legislation

and legal

gaps

Weakening
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activism
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Matilda

Young citizens

age: 13 to 50

what can I

do about

it?

We should

replicate

How to do 

things and

achieve new

ambitions

powerless

and

disoriented

Able, can

do that

some other

cities have

them

no local

initiatives

yet

overlapping

legal laws .

what does my

future look like

and the future

of my children

complain

about

CO2, 

no local

initiatives

yet

Need to have

better life

conditions

challenges

about climate

changes

greta

thunberg

Choose

low

emission

mobility

Nobody in

social media

is talking

about it

build future to

be bright and

livable

environment

affected

by

pollution
We don't

have enough

knowledge

Activism

urban

development and

emerging

technology 

greening

the space

Don't

have a

voice

social

media

message

The grass is

greener on

the other

side

Blame

previous

generations

As an

impediment /

obstacle to

their growth

plan

Less use of veichle

while commuting to

work . May be use of

car pooling or usage

of public transport

we want to help matilda

because she needs

opportunities to participate

and eco action and Less use of

veichle while commuting to

work .it would be game

changing if she could be heard

and participate actively using

of car pooling or usage of

public transport

POV

We want to help Matilda

because she needs

opportunities to

participate in eco actions

it would be game

changing if she could feel

that she's improving the

environment with real

local actions

 to have spaces (

car-free) in her city

to meet her

community  for

socializing = safe

and good public

spaces

Use air

pollution

free vehicles

Public

spaces to

appreciate

Create and

disseminate

knowledge

Solutions

co-designBuild

personal and

institutional

capacity

not to be

affected by

air and

environment

pollution

be able to

build her

future in

livable green

city

Participate in social/

community plantation

with rich oxygen source

plants . Municipality

shouls also come out

with some incentive to

promote such hobbies

Multisectoral

engagement

eco teaching centres.

students/communities

Community-

based waste

management

Support

local start-

ups and biz

Urban nature-

based solution

(urban gardens,

green rooftops,

etc)

have safer

streets for

active mobility (

walking and

cycling)

Start using car

pooling and public

transport so that

she can reduce her

contribution to

carbon emission

Feeling of

belonging

Converting

waste to

wealth

Institutionalise

support

systems for

Matilda

creation of

parks and

squares

creation of

eco tourism

for learning

purposes.

Feasible

Desireable

Participate in social/

community plantation with

rich oxygen source plants

. Municipality shouls also

come out with some

incentive to promote such

hobbies

 to have spaces (

car-free) in her city

to meet her

community  for

socializing = safe

and good public

spaces

creation of

parks and

squares

Making

waste

profitable

Institutionalise

support systems

for Matilda

Create and

disseminate

knowledge

Participate in social/

community plantation with

rich oxygen source plants

. Municipality shouls also

come out with some

incentive to promote such

hobbies Making

waste

profitable

Create and

disseminate

knowledge

awareness, cleaning program: how to

make it tangible? leaflets, workshop

materiales, train materials, coaches,

sessions, training space specific for

different groups, comic books,

cartoons, activities in school, drama

plays, contest, leaflets, community hall,

community spaces, screen projectors,

slogan, social media campaign,

community singing and song

competitions, posters, local TV,

regional TV

Green on , Warming

gone.

Each one , plant one

schools, parks dpt, Forestry

and enviromental dept, civil

society, associations, NGOs,

poets, writers, community

land ownership

Keep our
city

clean
and

green

Green On!
Keep our city clean and green

Program of activities:

 theatre plays

classes outside

art and design contest

comics and books for everyone

workshops

Jan 1st - March 31st /2022

Green On!
Lets plant more threes

community

Program of activities:

gardening workshops

urban farming zones

community land plantation

wasteland into plantations

 

Picture not available

awareness  plantation

1) how is this solution profitable, how

much does it cost? 2) who is going to

pay for it? 3)how does this affect local

businesses? is this raising our taxes? 4)

do we get tax discounts if we

contribute as business? 5) which

companies will provide the seeds and

tools and services?

1.how to design carruculum and

teaching materials,how to train

trainers,

2. how to research for more

innovative solutions?

3. how to do knowledge

dissemination publicly?

ENV : 1. How it will help in absorbing carbon content and making

the air more oxygen rich . 

Will help in preserving the ground water retention and reduce

water scarcity in cities . Help in building nest and providing food

for birds and insect and  better the overall ecology .  Reduce soil

erosion and help enriching top soil .  Provide seasonal fruits to 

communities . Reduce global warming

2. KPIs : Measure the decrease of CO2 content

Measure the temerature reduction

Measure soil content and fertility.

Diversity Census  : type of birds , insects , animals

Create groun water table map and observe improvement.

1) Where is this project hapenning? How the locations are

going to be selected? 

2) Will you need funding?

3) Will you need any other resources?

4) How are you planning the sustainability of the project?

5) What are the main impacts?

Do you need formal permissions from the municipality?

6) What are the main KPIs? What is the M&E framework?

7) Is it replicable?

answers:

1.job creation

2) Consortium: the municipality can provide equipment and

seeds. time donatiions from companies employees

The community could volunteer to support the

implementation.

3) The idea is to improve local conditions, therefore

supporting local development

4. if under tax exemption consideration, otherwise engage

with government decision makers! 

answers:  

 1. design a program for u and school teachers and some incentives in time or

reesources for them so they work on additional time for the program. 

1. We could use approaches such as gamification, looking for more interaction.

Practical training. Staholder mapping to design tailored communication plans for

each target group. 

2. involve the community and create an open forum (ohysycal and digital) in

schools and gov offices to collect ideas.

 2. Partnerships with other Universities and research institutions. Strcuture/be part

of platforms to exchange experiences with different countries, cities, etc. 

3. Webinars, contests, social media campaign, on-line free courses, app, websites,

QRcodes in stores, universities, schools.

answers:

1. in a city or town

2. Yes, at the initial stage

3. yes, investors4. circularity of materials and environmental

protection

5. clean air, clean environment, business and job creation,

changing mind and smart city

6. yes, to collaborate and engage everyone in the project

7. Environmental, financial, social, political

8. Yes, replicable to every city following local context

answers:1. urban farming and planting programs will help to

create the habit in citizens so they do it as a social/ weekend

activity with positive environmental impact. also as a class in all

schools and universities and even in company buildings.

1. Nature-based solutions

2. food, tree and water production and street cleansing can be

measured, number of new green meters in the city would be a

good kpi.

Help to
design the

city you
want!

Local interventions - Tactical urbanism
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pitch deck


